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Many market observers accuse short-sellers of destabilizing markets by selling stocks (they do not even own) when prices are already trending downward, exacerbating the negative momentum. Issuers and journalists often characterize short-sellers' activities as immoral, unethical and downright un-American. 1 Academics and traders instead argue that short-sellers stabilize security prices by selling stocks when prices exceed fundamental values, thus helping correct market overreaction. Short-term over-reaction could be caused by impediments to short-selling, as high costs of executing short-sales may result in stock prices reflecting the opinions of optimistic investors only (Miller (1977) ). 2 Some researchers have even argued that costly short-selling was one of the culprits behind the stock market bubble of the late 1990s (e.g., Ofek and Richardson (2003) ).
In this study, we use the SEC mandated tick-by-tick short-sale data for 2,815 Nasdaq-listed stocks for the period January 3, 2005 to June 30, 2005 to test whether short-sellers are contrarian or momentum traders and whether they are able to predict future returns. We test these hypotheses by studying the link between short-selling activity and future returns and how short-sellers react to past returns on a daily level.
The literature on short-selling is growing rapidly. Most previous studies have used monthly stock-specific short interest data (e.g., Figlewski and Webb (1993) , Figlewski (1981) , Dechow, Hutton, Meulbroek, and Sloan (2001) , Desai et al (2002) , Asquith, Pathak, and Ritter (2005) , and Singal and Xu (2005) ). There are three important problems with using monthly short interest data.
First, the monthly reporting frequency does not permit researchers to study short-term trading strategies. Second, monthly short interest data does not distinguish between the short interest of dealers (who are exempt from short-sale restrictions) from that of customers. Third, the monthly short interest data does not permit a researcher to discern whether a high level of short interest means that short-selling is more expensive.
More recently, several authors have relied on proxies for short-sale constraints or demand (Chen, Hong, and Stein (2002) -breadth of ownership, Diether, Malloy, and Scherbina (2002) , Nagel (2004) -institutional ownership, Lamont (2004) -firm's actions to impede short-selling), and even the actual cost of borrowing stock (D'Avolio (2002) , Cohen, Diether, and Malloy (2005) ,
We are also interested in finding out whether short-sellers time their trades well relative to future returns (i.e., does short-selling intensify on days preceding negative abnormal returns)? The results show that short-sellers time their trades well relative to short-term price trends. Stock prices decline significantly the day following increased short-selling activity. In fact, increased shortselling is followed by negative returns up to five days out. Hence, there is at least potential for these short-term, short-selling strategies to be profitable. However, absent the data on the ultimate covering of short-sales, we cannot verify when the short-sellers close out their positions.
The lack of information about short-covering transactions in the data means that we cannot calculate trading profits. However, we are able to examine whether it is possible to create a profitable trading strategy based on the daily short-selling activity. We form a portfolio that is long stocks with low short-selling activity and short stocks with a high activity. We find that this long-short portfolio generates significant average returns of 2.6 percent per month when the hold period is one-day and significant average returns of 2.9 percent per month when the holding period is fivedays. Note, however, that trading costs are likely to be substantial because of the short holding periods.
Our data includes information about trade-size, and we follow the previous literature by using trade-size to proxy for trader type. We divide our sample into small, medium, and large short-sales and explore if short-sellers using different sized trades employ systematically different trading strategies with respect to past returns. There is strong evidence of contrarian short-selling activity in both the large and medium trade sizes. We attribute these short-sales to institutional traders.
For small trades, there is very strong evidence that short-selling activity decreases significantly following price declines (contrarian trading), but we find no significant change in shorting activity following price increases. The most likely explanation for this pattern is that there is a mix of momentum and contrarian traders in the small trade size. It is unclear why institutional traders would use systematically different strategies when executing short-sales of different size. Thus we conjecture that a significant fraction of retail traders are (negative) momentum traders.
The block-trading literature finds that prices move in the direction of large trades, and these traders are typically associated with institutional trading (e.g., Kraus and Stoll (1972) and Holthausen, Leftwich, and Mayers (1990) ). By contrast, the stealth trading hypothesis (Barclay and Warner (1993) ) and the order-splitting hypothesis (Bernhard and Hughson (1997) ) suggests that small or medium-sized trades should be more informative. When it comes to Nasdaq shortsales, we find that it is primarily small trades that are informative, i.e., they predict future negative returns. Recall that we expect that both retail and institutional short-sellers are active in the small short-sale category. By contrast, there is no evidence of a similar ability to predict short-term returns among traders using medium and large short-sales, what we conjecture to be institutional traders.
We consistently find that the link between small-sized trades and future returns is the strongest.
For example, a long-short portfolio that is long stocks with low short-selling activity and short stocks with a high activity generates a significant average return of 3.0 percent per month. By contrast, a long-short portfolio based on daily large-sized short-selling activity generates negative and insignificant returns of 16 basis points per month. Our results may seem inconsistent with conventional wisdom that it is institutional traders that are most likely to be informed, and that institutional traders tend to use large orders. This is for instance what Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang (2005) find in a study of short-selling on the NYSE. The key difference between their study and ours is that we study trades and they study orders. An order, particularly if it is large, will tend to get multiple fills. To verify that our results are not simply due to differences between Nasdaq and the NYSE, we replicate our study for NYSE-listed stocks and we find the same patterns.
NYSE short-sellers are contrarian, and the predictive link between short-selling and future returns is strongest for small-sized short-sales.
Our sample covers a very large cross-section of stocks, and we know from previous research that short-selling activity and short-sale costs vary systematically in the cross-section. For example, short-sale costs tend to be lower for large stocks and stocks with high institutional ownership (see D'Avolio (2002) and Cohen et al (2005) ). To examine whether our results are driven by short-sales in a particular category of stocks, we sub-sample by market capitalization, book-tomarket, institutional ownership, and whether or not the stock has actively traded put options (a potential substitute for short-selling). We find that short-sellers are strongly contrarian in all the sub-samples. They decrease their short-selling activity following negative abnormal returns and increase their short-selling activity following positive abnormal returns. Additionally, we also find that the link between short-selling activity and future returns is significant for small-cap stocks, value stocks, stocks with low institutional ownership, and stocks with no put options.
Taken together, our results show that short-sellers are not the villains they are made out to be by the media and issuers. They definitely do not "pile on" after poor returns. Instead, traders executing short-sales actually reduce the amount of short-selling significantly following negative abnormal returns. Contrary to public perception, short-sellers increase their activity following positive abnormal returns, and they do so immediately preceding reversals (negative abnormal returns). Hence, the evidence is inconsistent with short-sellers exacerbating stock price downturns.
Our study proceeds as follows. We summarize our hypotheses in Section I, and describe the data in Section II. We test whether short-sellers are primarily contrarian or momentum investors in section III. We address whether short-selling activity predicts future returns, and if contrarian short-sellers are more successful than short-sellers following momentum strategies in Section IV.
A number of robustness checks are conducted in Section V. Section VI concludes.
I. Hypotheses
Our hypotheses can be summarized as follows:
N If short-sellers are momentum traders, they should increase their short-selling activity following negative abnormal returns. If, on the other hand, short-sellers are contrarian traders, they should increase their short-selling activity following positive abnormal returns.
N If short-sellers can predict future returns, an increase in short-selling activity should predict negative abnormal returns and it should be possible to create a profitable long-short portfolio based on measures of short-selling activity.
We test these hypotheses in the rest of the paper.
II. Characteristics of short-selling on Nasdaq
A short-sale is generally a sale of a security by an investor that does not own the security. To deliver the security to the buyer, the short-seller borrows the security and is charged interest for the loan of the security (the loan fee). The rate charged can vary dramatically across stocks depending on loan supply and demand. For example, easy to borrow stocks may have loan fees as low as 0.05 percent per annum, but some hard-to-borrow stocks have loan fees greater than 10 percent per annum (Cohen, Diether, and Malloy (2005) ). If the security price falls (rises), the short-seller will make a profit (loss) when covering the short position by buying the security in the market.
The SEC requires an investor to follow specific rules when executing a short-sale. The rules are aimed at reducing the chances that short-selling will put downward pressure on stock prices.
Until May 2, 2005, these rules were different for Exchange-Listed Securities (the tick-test, Rule 10a-1 and 10a-2, NYSE Rule 440B) and Nasdaq National Market (NM) Securities (the best-bid test, NASD Rule 3350). Moreover, Nasdaq NM stocks that were traded on other venues (ECNs) had no bid-test restriction. On June 23, 2004, the SEC adopted Regulation SHO to establish uniform locate and delivery requirements, create uniform marking requirements for sales of all equity securities, and to establish a procedure to temporarily suspend the price-tests for a set of pilot securities during the period May 2, 2005 to April 28, 2006 in order to examine the effectiveness and necessity of short-sale price-tests. At the same time, the SEC mandates that all Self Regulatory Organizations (SROs) make tick-data on short-sales publicly available starting January 2, 2005.
The SHO-mandated data includes the ticker, price, volume, time, listing market, and trader type (exempt or non-exempt from short-sale rules) for all short-sales. However, it does not include information about subsequent covering of short-sales (i.e., purchases). In this study, we do not examine the effects of Regulation SHO per se. However, our study is made possible by the SEC mandated short-sale data. In related work, we study the effects of suspending the price-tests on market quality (Diether, Lee, and Werner (2005a) ) and how the new delivery and locate requirements affect short-sales and returns (Diether, Lee, and Werner (2005b) ).
This study focuses on Nasdaq-listed stocks. 3 We define the universe of Nasdaq-listed stocks based on all stocks that appear in CRSP with exchange code 3 or 33 (Nasdaq-listed) and share code 10 or 11 (common stocks) at the end of 2004. We draw daily data on returns, prices, and trading volume for these securities from CRSP. We also download intraday data from all SROs that report short-sales for Nasdaq-listed securities and calculate daily short-selling measures. Specifically, we compute the number of trades and shares, classified by whether or not the trader is exempt from short-sale rules and by dollar trade size. We merge the daily short-sale data with return and volume data from CRSP. We then filter the sample by only including common stocks with an end of year 3 See Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang (2005) for a study that focuses on NYSE listed stocks.
2004 price greater than or equal to $1. We also exclude stock-days where there is zero volume reported by CRSP. 4 In addition, we obtain monthly short interest data from Nasdaq, and year-end 2004 data on market capitalization, book-to-market, and average daily trading volume (share turnover) for 2004 from CRSP and COMPUSTAT. We obtain institutional ownership data as of the fourth quarter of 2004 from Thompson Financial (13-F filings), and option trading volume data from The Options Clearing Corporation (www.optionsclearing.com). Our final sample covers trading in 2,815 Nasdaq-listed stocks during the first six months of 2005. To conform with the previous literature, we perform most of our analysis on the stocks with a lagged price of at least $5.00 (on average about 1800 stocks per day, but conduct robustness test using the sample of low-priced stocks. Table I illustrates the distribution of shorted shares in Panel A, and the number of shorted shares in Panel B by market venue: American Stock Exchange (AMEX), Archipelago (ARCAEX), Boston Stock Exchange (BSE), Chicago Stock Exchange (CHX), National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD), 5 NASDAQ, National Stock Exchange (NSX), 6 and Philadelphia Stock Exchange (PHLX). NASDAQ accounts for just over half the shares sold short, while ARCAEX and NSX each account for roughly one-quarter. The distribution of shorted shares mirrors the distribution of overall trading volume in Nasdaq-listed stocks across market venues. 7 Panel A also shows that short-sale trades are much more evenly distributed across the three venues, indicating that short-sales printed on Nasdaq are significantly larger than short-sales printed on other venues. Panels B and C of Table I provide descriptive statistics for our daily short-selling data covering 2,815 Nasdaq-listed stocks. The average (median) number of shares sold short per day and stock is 205,330 (17,180) and there are on average (median) 533 (70) short-sales per stock and day.
Note that the dispersion across stock-days is significant. To normalize across stocks, we define the relative amount of short-selling (relss) as the daily number of shares sold short for a stock-day divided by the total number of shares traded in the stock during the same day. Overall, shortselling represents an astonishing 26.69 percent of Nasdaq share volume. Hence, over one in four 4 We also set short-sales equal to volume in the few instances where short-sales exceed reported volume. Our results are robust to excluding these stock-days from our analysis. 5 shares traded on Nasdaq involves a short-seller. This is eight times more short-selling than what was found by Christophe, Ferri, and Angel (2004) based on a three month period in 2000. 8 By comparison, monthly short-interest, defined as the number of shorted shares divided by average daily share volume, is 5.48 during our sample period (see Table II ).
In other words, for the average stock, it would take a more than five days to cover the short position if short-selling was 100 percent of volume. Or, conversely, starting from zero short shares outstanding, the average short position can be created in about one month (20 trading days) at the rate of short-selling in our sample, provided that no covering takes place during the period (20 x 0.27=4.54). As a practical matter, short-positions are obviously not created over a one month period. Instead, many short-sales that are likely based on short-term patterns in stock prices would not necessarily be captured by changes in monthly short interest data. Recall that while we do not observe the covering activity, we know that it has to be of the same order of magnitude as the short-selling since the month to month changes in average short interest in our sample is relatively minor (2.7-3.4 percent of shares outstanding).
Clearly, short-sellers have flourished during the stock market decline of the first half of this decade. We conjecture that this increase in short-selling activity can be explained by a number of factors: increased pessimism among investors following the bubble bursting in March 2000, increased use of algorithmic trading, and the tremendous growth of the hedge fund industry which employs long-short strategies.
In Panel C of Table I , we also divide short-selling activity among traders that are exempt from short-sale rules (equity and options market makers) from those that are not (regular traders). We find that short-selling by traders subject to the short-sale rules represent 18.93 percent of daily share volume on average, while the exempt traders represent 7.77 percent.
We would like to use trade-size to proxy for institutional trading. The challenge we face is the extensive amount of order-splitting in todays' trading environment. The average trade size on Nasdaq has shrunk precipitously after decimalization, and it is now roughly 400 shares. What used to be considered an institutional trade (10,000 shares and above) represents less than a quarter of one percent of all trades and about 16 percent of share volume. 9 Clearly, institutions do not only trade in traditional blocks anymore.
We use the actual short-sale size distribution within our sample to define the size cutoffs. The distribution has roughly 50 percent of trades less than or equal to $4,400 (200 shares); roughly 45 percent between $4,400 (200 shares) and $37,000 (1,500 shares), and roughly 5 percent above $37,000 (1,500 shares). Hence, we define small short sales as those trades that are less than or equal to $4,400, medium short-sales as those trades that are larger than $4,400 but less than or equal to $37,000, and big short-sales as those trades that are larger than $37,000. We hope to capture primarily institutional trades in the large size category, but due to order-splitting we are bound to have both retail and institutional traders in the small-size, and perhaps even the mediumsize category. 10 Table I shows that 12.00 percent of average daily volume are small short-sales, 10.52 percent are medium short-sales, and 4.17 percent are large short-sales. When broken out by whether or not the trader is subject to short-sale rules, we find that exempt traders are more likely to sell short in large trades than non-exempt ones. This is not surprising since these traders are equity or options market makers. Short-sales for market makers will to a large extent be dictated by their role as intermediaries, and as such they will tend to be contrarian. In the analysis that follows, we will focus on short-sales by traders that are subject to the short-sale rules, and have no easily identifiable exogenous reason for being contrarian traders. In other words, we only study non-exempt shortsales.
The last panel of Table I reports how average short-selling activity varies by firm characteristics.
We define size (ME) and book-to-market (B/M) terciles based on NYSE breakpoints, and find that large-cap stocks and low book-to-market stocks (growth stocks) have greater short-selling on average than small-cap stocks and value stocks. Stocks with high institutional ownership at the end of 2004 and stocks with high trading volume (share turnover) during 2004 (CRSP) have greater short-selling activity than stocks with low institutional ownership and low trading volume. We also find that stocks with a price at or above $5.00 have more short-selling than those with prices below $5.00. Buying put options is an alternative way to make a negative bet on a stock, but stocks with actively traded puts (www.optionsclearing.com) have higher short-selling activity. This is not very surprising since stocks with actively traded puts are also likely to be larger more liquid stocks. 10 We have varied the breakpoints and find very similar results.
For completeness, we also calculate statistics for two sub-samples by price (not reported):
stocks with a year-end 2004 price less than $5.00 (543 stocks), and stocks with a year-end price at $5.00 and above (2,278). Short-sales represent a larger fraction of average daily share volume (27.77 percent) for higher priced stocks than for lower priced stocks (13.90 percent).
In Table II , we summarize cross-sectional information on short-sales as well as stock characteristics. Panel A is constructed from the average daily short-sales for each stock. The cross-sectional average relss is very close to the stock-day average in Table I Table II reports the cross-sectional correlations between our short-sale measures and stock-characteristics. All three measures of short-selling activity are significantly positively correlated with size, institutional ownership, short-positions, price, turnover, and a dummy for actively traded put options. By contrast, short-selling activity is significantly negatively correlated to B/M. Hence, growth stocks have more short-selling activity than value stocks.
III. How do short-sellers react to past returns?
What signals do traders use to decide when to short a stock? While providing a complete answer to this question is beyond the scope of our paper, it is reasonable to assume that short-sellers rely heavily on past price-patterns. The major reason for this conjecture is that virtually every book on short-selling uses price-pattern-based technical trading rules as entry and exit signals.
Consequently, we analyze how short-sellers react to past abnormal returns. Our study focuses on short-term, short-selling strategies. Therefore, we chose a five-day window preceding the day of the short-sale as our period to measure abnormal returns. As described in the hypothesis section, we will first test if short-sellers are momentum or contrarian traders. Recall that momentum traders are expected to increase their short-sales following negative returns, while contrarian traders are expected to increase short-sales following positive returns.
In table III we regress individual stock short-sales during day t (relss t ) on past returns. The panel regressions include day and stock fixed effects, and standard errors corrected for clustering by calendar date. 11 Additionally, the regressions only include stocks with lagged price greater than or equal to $5. It is clear from the first column that short-selling activity increases significantly in past market adjusted returns, ret −5,−1 . The coefficient implies that an abnormal return over the past five days of 10 percent results in an increase in short-selling of 1.70% of average daily share volume. Hence, short-sellers are contrarian on average. Including lagged short-sales (relss t−1 ) weakens the magnitude of the effect (column two), but it is still highly significant.
We explore asymmetric responses to past returns in column three by separating past returns into positive market adjusted returns, r . Short-selling is significantly higher following positive returns, and significantly lower after negative returns. The magnitude of the coefficient on negative returns is four times as large and highly significant. This can be explained by the "asymmetry" of returns. 12 An abnormal negative return of 10 percent during the past five days is associated with a reduction in short-selling corresponding to 2.72 percent of average daily trading volume. Hence, there is strong evidence that traders short less following stock price declines. These results are robust to controlling for the previous day's shortselling activity. This reinforces our result that short-sellers are contrarian, and not momentum traders, on average.
The rest of the columns of Table III report the results for regressions involving each short-sale size-grouping: small, medium, and large. Small-sized short-selling activity decreases following positive abnormal returns, but the effect is small in magnitude and not statistically significant. Furthermore, the traders using small-sized shorts are not momentum traders in the traditional sense since they actually reduce their short-selling activity significantly following negative abnormal returns. In other words, they act contrarian after price declines. Medium and large-sized shortsales are contrarian on average, and also when past returns are broken up into positive and negative returns. All the results are robust to including the previous day's short-selling activity.
Note also that the magnitude of the coefficients actually tend to decline with trade size (the exception being small-sized shorts after positive returns). For example, a 10 percent decrease in abnormal returns is associated with a decrease in small short-sales of 1.41 percent, in medium short-sale of 1.04 percent, and of large short sales of 0.27 percent. This is to be expected since the timing of medium and large size short-sales is likely to be relatively more dependent on the available liquidity.
Recall that institutions are likely to be responsible for virtually all trades in the large category, and most trades in the medium category. Hence, the evidence shows that institutional short-sellers are contrarian. Since it is unclear why institutions would pursue a significantly different trading strategy when trading in the small-size category, we conjecture that it is momentum trading by retail traders that weakens the coefficient on past positive abnormal returns for the small-size category.
IV. Can short-sellers predict future returns?
Having established that short-sellers are contrarian on average during our sample period, we now test whether they are able to predict future abnormal returns. For the shorting strategy to be successful, the stock price has to decline in the future so that the short-seller can cover his position and still make profits large enough to cover trading costs and short-selling costs.
The problem is that we cannot observe the actual covering transactions. We do not know whether short-sellers keep their positions open for one day, a week, a month, or even several months. We are also restricted in that our sample period is short, only six months. To be very conservative, we start by examining if a significant increase in today's short-selling activity is associated with a significant negative abnormal return tomorrow. The short window for measuring short-selling activity (one day) and the short horizon (one day) will make it very difficult to find predictive power. Table IV reports the results of panel regressions with day fixed effects and standard errors corrected for clustering by calendar date. We regress returns on day t + 1 on relss for day t. 13 The regressions only include stocks with lagged price greater than or equal to $5. Since previous research (Fama and French (1992) ) has pointed out that size and book-to-market help explain the cross-section of average returns (and may proxy for risk factors) we control for size (log(ME)) and book-to-market, (log(B/M)) on the right hand side. Note that in our short sample period, only book-to-market is significantly related to future returns. 14 In addition, we add day t marketadjusted returns (r t ) as an independent variable to control for reversals that are present in the daily return data during our sample.
In the first column of Table IV , we report the results of regressing future returns on (nonexempt) short-sales as a fraction of average daily volume, relss. Clearly, higher short-selling today predicts a future decline in abnormal returns. The economic magnitude of the effect is also significant -a one standard deviation increase in relss predicts a 2.90 basis point decline in next day abnormal returns which corresponds to an annualized compounded return of 7.52 percent. 15 One concern may be that there is significant positive autocorrelation in short-sale activity, which may itself cause prices to decline on day t + 1. It turns out that while short-sales are positively correlated in our sample, the effect does not eliminate the predictive ability of today's short-sales. Acknowledging that column two is not a predictive regression, we experiment by including the next day's short-sales on the right hand side. The results show that if short-sales are high tomorrow, returns are actually significantly higher. Once we control for this pattern, higher short-sales today are associated with a larger (54.3 percent per year) and much more significant negative return. The reason for these results is that short-sellers are contrarian on average. Hence, they sell following positive abnormal returns. Putting future short-sales in the regression helps separate days when short-sellers are still building a position (positive future returns) from the days when short-sellers reduce their activity (negative future returns).
We control for past abnormal returns in column three, but the effect is not significant after we control for short-sales and daily return reversals. We refine the tests in columns four to six by splitting up the past abnormal returns by sign and interacting the signed past returns with short- 13 We have also run these regressions using the Fama-MacBeth (1973) methodology with Newey-West (1987) correct standard errors, and the results are very similar.
14 Value stocks did better than growth stocks during our sample period. For example, the average monthly return on HML, the Value-Growth factor (Fama and French (1993) ), is 1.33% during our sample period. 15 Calculated as (1.000290) 250 − 1.
selling. This weakens the direct effect of short-sales on future abnormal returns, and the results show that there is no significant difference between momentum and contrarian short-sellers on average in predicting future abnormal returns.
As mentioned above, we do not know the short-sellers' horizon. It is most likely longer than one day. Therefore, we also test whether today's short-sales predict the returns one, two, three, four, and five days out. Figure 1 plots the coefficient estimates on relss as well as the corrected t-statistics. The underlying regression specification is the same as in the first column of Table IV .
Short-sales predict negative returns up to five days out, but the significance declines over time.
Previously, we saw that there were significant differences in short-selling strategies between the traders that use small short-sales and the traders that use medium and large short-sales. Do these groups of investors also have different abilities in predicting future stock returns? Column seven of Table IV clearly shows that it is the small short-sales that predict future abnormal negative returns. The effect is also economically significant, with a one standard deviation increase in smallsized short-sales resulting in an increase in the next day abnormal return of 4.74 basis points, or an annualized return of 12.57 percent.
Are the small short-sales simply "free-riding" on reversals or momentum? To address this question, we control for past abnormal returns in the last two columns of Table IV . The second to the last column shows that contrarian trading (high short-selling when past abnormal returns are positive) by small-sized short-sales significantly predicts future negative returns. What about the momentum traders? The final column shows that they are fighting against an overall pattern of return-reversals in the data. This pattern can be exploited by contrarian traders, but works against the strategy of momentum traders. Once we control for the return-reversals, the last column shows that small momentum short-sales predict negative future abnormal returns. In other words, in the instances when short-sellers trade on momentum, they are able to time their trades to the days when there are continuations in returns.
The second panel of Figure 1 shows the ability of small short-sales in predicting returns one, two, three, four, and five days out. The effect of today's short-sales is consistently negative, and it is statistically significant on day one. The coefficients are uniformly bigger than when we use all short-selling trades (see the first panel).
If returns are predictable, it is at least potentially possible to develop a profitable trading strat-egy based on the information in the Reg SHO short-sale data. To investigate this, we first compute relss, relss small , and relss big quintiles using all stocks in our sample on date t. We form portfolios on day t using all stocks in our sample with a closing price on day t − 1 greater than or equal to $5.00. We then calculate the market-adjusted (abnormal) returns on day +1 for all the portfolios.
The portfolios are rebalanced daily. 16 Table V summarizes the results. First note that abnormal returns tend to decline in short-selling as a fraction of trading volume (Panel A). The last column provides the difference in returns between the low and high relss portfolios in percent. 17 A strategy of going long the low relss portfolio and short the high relss portfolio (Low-High) generates a statistically significant daily average return of 0.128 percent (2.6 percent per month). If we extend the holding period to five days using the overlapping holding period methodology of Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) , the results are even stronger with a statistically significant average daily return of 0.144 percent (2.9 percent per month).
For small short-sales (Panel B), abnormal returns are monotonically declining in relss. Trading based on small short-sales generates a slightly higher average return of 0.149 percent per day (3.0 percent per month). Also in this case, the results are strengthened for the five-day holding period with a statistically significant average return to the Low-High strategy of 0.166 percent per day (3.4 percent per month).
We examine long-short portfolios based on large short-sales in Panel C. The long-short strategy based on large short-sales generates returns that are insignificantly different from zero both for the one-day and the five-day holding periods.
The average return on Low-High strategy may seem "too large," but execution costs and commissions are likely to be significant because of daily rebalancing. Moreover, we need to take the cost of shorting into account. To gauge the importance of trading costs, let us assume that one quarter of the stocks in the portfolio are turned over daily. Based on SEC mandated 11Ac1-5 reports for all market centers reporting execution quality for Nasdaq-listed stocks, 18 we estimate the 16 The results are very similar if we instead compute size and book-to-market adjusted returns based on the standard 25 equally-weighted portfolios (Fama and French (1993) ). For example, the average return of Low-High portfolio is 0.128 percent per day (t-stat=3.31), and the size-B/M average abnormal return of the same portfolio is 0.114 percent (t-stat=4.132).
17 Two-thirds to three-quarters of the stocks in the low relss portfolio have zero short-sales for the day of portfolio formation. 18 We downloaded the regulatory data from the web-sites of: Archipelago, Island, Instinet, Madoff, NSX, Nasdaq, average effective spread of our portfolio by finding the average effective share-weighted spread for stocks in March of 2005 with similar market-cap as the average of the Low-High portfolio.
Our estimate of the effective spread is 62 basis points. Thus execution costs for the Low-High portfolio would be roughly 6.2 percent per month (not including commissions). By comparison, explicit costs of shorting are relatively small. Cohen, Diether, and Malloy (2005) , estimate these costs to be 3.98 percent per year (32.6 basis points per month) for stocks with market capitalization below the NYSE median. Thus, unless a trader managed her costs very effectively (maybe through the use of limit orders), she could easily wipe out the positive return from a Low-High portfolio strategy.
V. Robustness tests: Cross-sectional differences in short-selling
It is quite likely that the relationship between short-selling and past returns, as well as the ability of short-sellers to time their trades before negative returns varies significantly in the cross-section.
For example, since we know from the previous literature that it is easier to sell short in larger firms, in more liquid firms, and in firms with higher institutional ownership, it is likely that short-selling is more sensitive to past returns for these stocks.
We sort the stocks into terciles based on CRSP market capitalization as of year-end 2004.
The breakpoints are determined by NYSE stocks. We contrast the effect of past returns on shortselling for small-cap and large-cap stocks in Panel A of Table VI . The overall contrarian pattern of short-sales is present and significant both for small-cap and large-cap stocks. As expected, the magnitude of the coefficient on relss is more than twice as large for large-cap stocks compared to small-cap stocks. Clearly, it is easier (and cheaper) for short-sellers to establish a short position in large-cap stocks all else equal. Traders using medium-and large-sized trades are contrarian for all sub-samples (not reported). Traders using small short-sales are contrarian following negative abnormal returns, but they do not change their short-selling activity significantly following positive abnormal returns.
The previous literature has tested and confirmed the Miller (1977) hypothesis that short-selling demand seems higher for low growth stocks than it is for value stocks (Jones and Lamont (2002) ).
We divide our sample into growth stocks (lowest B/M tercile) and value stocks (highest B/M terKnight, and Trimark.
cile) based on NYSE breakpoints. Table VI Panel B reports the results. There is a strong contrarian pattern both in growth and value stocks, and as expected the magnitude and significance of the coefficient on relss is higher for growth than for value stocks. Small-sized short-sellers are contrarian following negative abnormal returns, but they do not respond significantly to positive abnormal returns for value stocks and actually reduce their short-sales significantly following positive abnormal returns. Medium and large-sized traders are consistently contrarian (not reported).
The previous literature has shown that stocks with high institutional ownership are less costly to short, all else equal (D'Avolio (2002)). The suggested reason for this in the literature is that institutions are more likely to be willing to lend stock. Hence, we divide the sample based on institutional ownership to examine if our results are driven by stocks with high institutional ownership.
The results are in Panel C of Table VI . We find that short-sellers are contrarian both in stocks with high and low institutional ownership, but as expected, the magnitude of the effect of past abnormal returns on future short-sales is almost three times as high for stocks with high institutional ownership. Traders using small-size trades are contrarian following negative returns but do not respond significantly to positive abnormal returns, while those using medium-and large-sized trades are consistently contrarian.
Several authors (Brent, Morse, and Stice (1990), Danielsen and Sorescu (2001) , Chen and Singal (2003) , and Senchak and Starks (1993)) have explored the interaction between the options market and the stock market to investigate the extent to which short-sale constraints are binding. A trader that wants to express a negative view about a security can either sell the security if he happens to own it, sell the security short, or buy at the money put options. So, for stocks with actively traded put options, there are more alternatives to bet on a decline in stock prices. 19 Therefore, we conjecture that short-selling should be less sensitive to past returns for stocks with actively traded put options. To test this hypothesis, we download daily put option trading volume from the Options Clearing Corporation (www.optionsclearing.com), and divide the sample into stocks with and without traded put options. 20 Panel D of Table VI reports the results. Whether or not a stock has put options, traders are strongly contrarian on average. Both subsamples display contrarian trading after negative abnormal returns and no significant effect of positive abnormal returns by 19 In addition, they could use single stock futures. However, these are relatively illiquid. 20 Note that there could be significant OTC trading in put options for securities where there is no activity on the options exchanges, which will reduce our chances of finding a significant result.
short-sellers using small trades, while medium and institutional-size short-sales are consistently contrarian.
We also repeat the panel regressions of future returns on current short-sales and other control variables that we conducted for the overall sample (Table IV) for the sub-samples by size, bookto-market, institutional ownership, and put option activity. However, in the interest of brevity, we only report the estimated coefficients and the associated t-statistics for relss and relss small on future abnormal returns in graphical form in Figures 2 to 5 . 21 These estimates come from the predictive regressions for one through five days ahead (see Figure 1 ).
In Figure 2 we show that higher short-selling predicts consistently negative future abnormal returns for both small-cap and large-cap stocks. For small-cap stocks, the predictability is only significant on day one, but for large-cap stocks it is significant on day one, two, and three. The lower graphs show that high relss small predicts significantly lower future abnormal returns up to four days ahead for small-cap stocks, but the effect is insignificant for large-cap stocks. Note also that the magnitude of the coefficients tends to be larger for relss small than for overall relss. We also repeat this exercise, contrasting low and high-liquidity stocks (not reported), and find that the patterns are very similar to the ones just described for small-cap versus large-cap stocks. Figure 3 shows that for growth stocks, we have consistently negative coefficients but they are not significant. The pattern for value stocks is more puzzling, with an oscillating coefficient. 22 Note, however, that the negative coefficient is significant one and three days out, and the days in between do not eliminate the cumulative effect of relss on future returns. As before, relss small is a better predictor of future abnormal returns, and the magnitude of the coefficients is larger.
relss small is a significant predictor of future abnormal returns one day ahead for growth stocks, and one and three and days ahead for value stocks. Figure 4 shows that short-selling among stocks with low institutional ownership is negatively related to future returns throughout the five day window, but the coefficients are not significant on days two through five. For stocks with high institutional ownership, the relationship is negative but only significant on day four. The estimated coefficient on relss small is larger in magnitude for both sub-samples, and it is also significant for stocks with high institutional ownership (one and three 21 The complete results are available from the authors on request. 22 Recall that we already control for the previous day's abnormal return. However, this may not be sufficient to eliminate bid-ask bounce. We redid the analysis based on mid-quote returns, but the oscillating patter remains. days out). Figure 5 shows that short-selling among stocks without puts is significantly related to future returns for the one-day horizon, and for stocks with puts only the four day ahead forecast is significant. For relss small , we only find significant predictability for stocks without actively traded put options (one, three and four days out).
The panel regressions behind Figures 2 through 5 assume a specific functional form for the relationship between current short-sales and future abnormal returns. A more general way to test for whether short-sellers have information is to form portfolios based on the level of short-selling activity. We thus repeat the exercise from Table V for our subsamples. That is, we first sort stocks into terciles by characteristics (size, book-to-market, institutional ownership) and into those with and without actively traded puts. We also sort stocks into relss and relss small quintiles every trading day. We then form double-sort portfolios based on the intersection of these measures on day t and compute the return for the portfolios on day t + 1. We rebalance the double-sort portfolios daily.
Furthermore, we form a long-short portfolio by buying stocks with low short-sale activity, and shorting stocks with high short-sale activity. If there is information in the amount of short-selling, these portfolios should generate positive and significant abnormal returns.
The results of the double-sorts by characteristics and short-sale activity are in Table VII . For brevity, we only report the low and the high portfolios, and the returns to the long-short (Low-High) portfolio. The trading strategy based on relss generates significantly positive profits for small-cap stocks, value stocks, for stocks with low institutional ownership, and for stocks with no put options.
These results reinforce the pattern that we found based on the panel regressions. Interestingly, the strategy based on relss small generates significantly positive profits for all sub-samples except large-cap stocks and stocks with put options, but the returns to the Low-High portfolio shows that profits are higher in small-cap, value stocks, stocks with low institutional ownership, and stocks with no put options. Hence, the portfolio results once again verify that small-sized short-sales are particularly successful at predicting future abnormal returns.
We also investigate the relationship between short-sales and returns for the stocks in our sample that have lagged price below $5.00 (low price stocks). We find that short-sellers are contrarian overall and for each separate trade-size grouping, but that daily short-selling does not significantly predict future returns.
Finally, we repeat the analysis with trade-size groupings defined in shares instead of dollars.
The results are qualitatively the same as those discussed above.
Throughout our study, we find that it is particularly small-sized short-sales that are able to predict future negative returns. Our results may seem inconsistent with conventional wisdom that it is institutional traders that are most likely to be informed, and that institutional traders tend to use large orders. This is for instance what Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang (2005) find in a study of shortselling on the NYSE. They examine whether short-sellers submitting orders to NYSE's SuperDOT are informed about future abnormal returns. We believe that the key difference between their study and ours is that we study trades and they study orders. An order, particularly if it is large, will tend to get multiple fills.
To verify that our results are not simply due to differences between Nasdaq and the NYSE, we repeat our analysis in a condensed form for NYSE-listed stocks during our sample period. We require stocks to have CRSP share code 10 or 11 and with a price greater than or equal to $1.00 at the end of year 2004. Stocks are dropped from the sample if the number of traded shares is less than or equal to zero. The final NYSE sample is 1,435 stocks. Panel A of Table VIII summarizes the NYSE short-selling activity. Note that the figures capture short-sales both on the NYSE, and in other venues that execute trades in NYSE-listed stocks (e.g., Nasdaq, ArcaEX, BSE, NSX, PHLX, CHX, NASD, and AMEX). We find that short-sales represent 23.75 percent of consolidated share volume for sample stocks. The vast majority, 22.82 percent, is non-exempt short-sales. These figures are significantly higher than the 13 percent reported by Boehmer et al (2005) . The main explanation is probably that Boehmer et al (2005) only include SuperDOT orders in their analysis, and hence misses both floor-initiated orders and off-exchange activity.
Panel B of Table VIII shows that short-sellers in NYSE-listed stocks are also contrarian. The results are strong both for the simple specification, and for the one where we split up returns into positive and negative parts. Short-sellers in NYSE-listed stocks significantly increase their shortselling activity following positive returns, and significantly decreases their short-selling activity following negative returns. When we split the short-sales into groups by size, it appears that smallsized short-sales are contrarian following negative returns, while they actually reduce the amount of short-selling following positive returns. By contrast, medium and large short-sales are consistently contrarian. Note that the magnitude of the coefficients for overall relss are much larger for NYSE-listed stocks. With the exception of small-sized short-sales, short-sale activity is more sensitive to past returns for NYSE-listed stocks.
The ability of short-sales in NYSE-listed stocks to predict future returns is illustrated in Table IX. We focus on the portfolio results, and report the results of a portfolio strategy that goes long in stocks with low relss and short in stocks with high relss (mirrors Table V ). For total relss in Panel A, we find that this portfolio generates a statistically significant average return of 0.064 (0.067) percent per day for a one-day (five-day) holding period. This translates into a 1.3 (1.3) percent average return per month which is roughly half the size of the return to a similar portfolio strategy for Nasdaq-listed stocks (Table V) . Panels B and C repeat the analysis for small-sized and large-sized short-sales. It is clear that it is the small-sized short-sales that are responsible for the overall significant average returns to the long-short strategy based on short-selling activity.
Hence, we find that small short-sales are also more informative about future returns on the NYSE.
We do not believe that this is inconsistent with the results in Boehmer et al (2005) who find that institutions are better informed since our analysis is based on trades, not on orders.
In summary, we have conducted robustness tests using various sub-samples: market capitalization, liquidity, book-to-market, institutional ownership, whether or not the stock has exchange traded put options, and stock price. No matter how we cut the data, we find strong evidence that short-sellers on average are contrarian traders. The predictive ability of contrarian short-sellers in the aggregate is stronger for small-cap stocks, for less liquid stocks, for value stocks, stocks with low institutional ownership, for stocks without actively traded puts, and for higher priced stocks. It is the traders that use small short-sales that are particularly successful at predicting future abnormal returns. We also examine a sample of NYSE-listed stocks to verify that our results are not specific to Nasdaq-listed securities.
An important caveat should be kept in mind in interpreting these results. Due to the short sample, we are focusing on the success of very short-term predictability of returns. It is possible that traders using medium and large short-sales have a longer horizon, and that their short-sales are predicting future negative returns beyond five days out.
VI. Conclusions
Short-sellers definitely have a bad reputation in the media as well as among issuers, and they are often accused of exacerbating stock price declines by trading on negative momentum. However, to date very little evidence has been offered to shed light on whether or not short-sellers "pile on" after poor returns. In fact, we do not know anything about how short-sale transactions are timed relative to past returns, nor do we know if short-sellers time their trades well relative to future (negative) returns. Also, very little is known about short-selling activity at the daily horizon. Our paper attempts to fill these voids.
Overall, we find a tremendous amount of short-selling in our data. On average, short-sales represent 26.7 percent of daily share volume for Nasdaq-listed stocks and 23.75 percent of daily share volume for NYSE-listed stocks. This is considerably higher than what would be suggested by short interest data, as well as previous evidence on short-selling activity (Christophe et al (2004)).
We conjecture that this high frequency of short-sales can be explained by increased pessimism, the increased use of algorithmic trading, and the growth in the importance of hedge funds in U.S. financial markets.
Our main focus is to investigate how short-sellers respond to past returns, and if their trades predict future negative abnormal returns. We find strong evidence that short-sellers in Nasdaq-listed stocks are contrarian traders. They increase their short-selling activities after positive abnormal returns, and reduce their short-selling following negative abnormal returns. We also find that increased short-selling activity predicts negative abnormal future returns, in some cases as much as five days out. It is primarily small short-sales that predict future negative returns, and short-sellers using small trades are successful at predicting both continuations and reversals in returns.
We also find that a trading strategy that goes long in stocks with low short-selling activity and sells short stocks with high short-selling activity generates significant positive average returns, but these positive returns could easily be wiped out by trading costs and the cost of shorting.
A number of robustness checks by stock characteristics such as size, book-to-market, institutional ownership, and put-option trading, reveal that while there is universal evidence of contrarian trading for all sub-samples. The results also show that the predictability of short-selling on future abnormal returns is higher for small-cap stocks, for less liquid securities, for value stocks, for stocks with low institutional ownership, and for stocks with no traded put options. Additionally, we find in all sub-samples that it is primarily small short-sales that predict future negative returns Finally, we find very similar results for short-selling activity in NYSE-listed stocks during our sample period. Hence, our findings that short-sellers are contrarian and particularly small-sized short-sales are able to predict returns are not simply a Nasdaq phenomenon.
Our finding are consistent with a recent paper by Avramov, Chordia, and Goyal (2005) who study the impact of trades on daily volatility. They find that increased activity by contrarian traders (identified as sales following price increases) is associated with lower future volatility, while increased activity by herding investors (identified as buyers after price increases) is associated with higher future volatility. Avramov et al (2005) argue that contrarian traders are rational traders that trade to benefit from the deviation of prices from fundamentals. As these trades make prices more informative, they tend to reduce future volatility. We provide more direct evidence of the information content of contrarian short-sellers in that they predict future returns.
Taken together, our results show that short-sellers are not the villains they are made out to be by media and issuers. They definitely do not "pile on" after poor returns. Instead, traders executing short-sales actually reduce the amount of short-selling significantly following negative abnormal returns. Contrary to public perception, short-sellers increase their activity following positive abnormal returns, and they do so immediately preceding reversals (negative abnormal returns).
Hence, the evidence is consistent with short-sellers helping correct short-term over-reactions of stock prices. The fact that they are relatively more successful at predicting returns for stocks that are more likely to have pricing errors (small-cap stocks, less liquid stocks, stocks with low institutional ownership, and stocks without put options) is further suggestive evidence that short-sellers may actually help make prices more efficient. Panel A shows short-sale trading activity of Nasdaq stocks across exchanges. It reports total number of shorted shares in a given exchange for our sample period divided by the total number of shorted shares in all exchanges for our sample period. It also reports the total number of short-sale trades in a given exchange for our sample period divided by the total number of short-sale trades in all exchanges for our sample period. Panels B and C show the descriptive statistics of short-sale related variables for the pooled sample. Small short-sale trades are transactions ≤ $4, 400, Medium short-sale trades are transactions > $4, 400 and ≤ $37, 000, and Big is for transactions > $37, 400. relss is the number of shorted shares divided by the number of traded shares on day t. Panel D shows mean relss for non-exempt trades across different stock characteristics for the pooled sample. Low (high) ME and B/M refers to market-cap and B/M at the end of 2004 ≤ 33rd (> 67th) NYSE percentile. Low (high) instown refers to institutional ownership at the end of 2004 ≤ 33% (> 67%). Low (high) vol refers to year 2004 share turnover ≤ 33rd (> 67th) percentile. Low (high) price refers to stocks with lagged price < 5 (≥ 5). No put refers to stocks without put options, and no threshold refers to stocks that are not on the threshold list in day t. The sample only includes Nasdaq stocks with CRSP share code 10 or 11 and with a price greater than or equal to $1 at the Table II Summary Statistics: relss and Stock Characteristics Panel A shows cross-sectional summary statistics, and panel B shows cross-sectional correlations of stock characteristics and shortselling activity. relss is the number of shorted shares divided by traded shares per day averaged over the sample period. ME is marketcap from December 31, 2004. B/M is lagged book to market equity as defined in Fama and French (1993) . instown Table III Panel Regressions: Daily Relative Short-Selling (relss)
We regress relss t , relss small,t , relss med,t , and relss big,t on past returns. relss t is the number of non-exempt shorted shares divided by traded shares on day t. relss small,t is the number of non-exempt shorted shares for transactions ≤ $4, 400 divided by traded shares on day t. relss med,t is similarly defined using only transactions > $4, 400 and ≤ $37, 000, and relss big is also similarly defined using only transactions > $37, 000. r −5,−1 is the market adjusted return from the closing price on day t We regress day t + 1 stock returns (r i,t+1 ) on past shorting activity (relss). relss t is the number of nonexempt shorted shares divided by traded shares on day t. relss small,t is the number of non-exempt shorted shares for transactions ≤ $4,400 divided by traded shares on day t. relss med,t is similarly defined using only transactions > $4, 400 and ≤ $37, 000, and relss big,t is also similarly defined using only transactions > $37, 000. r −5,−1 is the market adjusted return from t − 5 to t − 1. r + −5,−1 equals r −5,−1 if r −5,−1 > 0 and zero otherwise. r − −5,−1 equals the absolute value of r −5,−1 if r −5,−1 < 0 and zero otherwise. r t is the market adjusted return from day t. ME is the market-cap from December 31, 2004. B/M is lagged book to market equity as defined in Fama and French (1993) . The sample only includes Nasdaq stocks with CRSP share code 10 or 11 and lagged price ≥ 5. The regressions include calendar day dummies, and the standard errors take into account clustering by calendar date. The table reports average abnormal returns for short-selling activity portfolios. In day t we compute relss and relss small quintiles using all stocks in our sample. We then form portfolios using all stocks in our sample with a closing price on day t − 1 greater than or equal to $5.00. We compute the return on the portfolio in day t + 1. The five day holding period portfolios use the overlapping holding period methodology of Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) . relss is the number of non-exempt shorted shares divided by traded shares on day t. relss small is the number of non-exempt shorted shares for transactions ≤ $4, 400 divided by traded shares on day t. relss big,t is similarly defined using only transactions > $37, 000. We proxy for expected returns using the CRSP value-weight market portfolio. The sample only includes Nasdaq stocks with CRSP share code 10 or 11. The time period is January 3, 2005 to June 30, 2005. The t-statistics are adjusted for autocorrelation using the Newey-West (1987) We regress relss and relss small on past returns for various sub-samples. relss is the number of non-exempt shorted shares divided by traded shares on day t. relss small is the number of non-exempt shorted shares for transactions ≤ $4, 400 divided by traded shares on day t. r −5,−1 is the market adjusted return from the closing price on day t − 6 to the closing price on day t − 1. r + −5,−1 equals r −5,−1 if r −5,−1 > 0 and zero otherwise. r − −5,−1 equals the absolute value of r −5,−1 if r −5,−1 < 0 and zero otherwise. ME is the marketcap from December 31, 2004. B/M is lagged book to market equity as defined in Fama and French (1993) . instown is institutional ownership at the end of 2004. We classify stocks as small or large (growth or value) using NYSE breakpoints for ME (B/M). The sample only includes Nasdaq stocks with CRSP share code 10 or 11 and lagged price ≥ 5. The regressions include calendar day dummies and stock dummies, and the standard errors take into account clustering by calendar date. The table reports average abnormal returns for short-activity portfolios disaggregated by various stock characteristics. In day t we compute relss and relss small quintiles using all stocks in our sample. We also form market-cap (ME) terciles using NYSE market-cap breakpoints for year-end 2004 and book to market (B/M) terciles using NYSE B/M breakpoints. We also classify stocks as low (high) institutional ownership stocks if year-end 2004 institutional ownership is ≤ 33% (> 67). We then form double sort portfolios based on the intersection of relss (relss small ) quintiles and ME terciles, B/M terciles, institutional ownership classification, and put option availability. The portfolios include all stocks in our sample with a closing price on day t − 1 greater than or equal to $5.00. We compute the return on the portfolio in day t + 1. The portfolios are rebalanced daily. relss is the number of non-exempt shorted shares divided by traded shares on day t. relss small is the number of non-exempt shorted shares for transactions ≤ $4, 400 divided by traded shares on day t. We proxy for expected returns using the CRSP value-weight market portfolio. The sample only includes Nasdaq stocks with CRSP share code 10 or 11. Panel A shows the descriptive statistics of short-sale related variables for the pooled sample of NYSE stocks. relss is the number of non-exempt shorted shares divided by traded shares on day t. relss small,t is the number of non-exempt shorted shares for transactions ≤ $4, 400 divided by traded shares on day t. relss med,t is similarly defined using only transactions > $4, 400 and ≤ $37, 000, and relss big is also similarly defined using only transactions > $37, 000. The sample only includes NYSE stocks with CRSP share code 10 or 11 and with a price greater than or equal to $1 at the end of year 2004. Stocks are dropped from the sample if the number of traded shares is less than or equal to zero. The time period is January 3, 2005 to June 30, 2005. The sample size is 1435 stocks. In Panel B we regress relss, relss small , relss med , and relss big on past returns. r −5,−1 is the market adjusted return from the closing price on day t − 6 to the closing price on day t − 1. r The table reports average abnormal returns for NYSE short-selling activity portfolios. In day t we compute relss and relss small quintiles using all stocks in our sample. We then form portfolios using all stocks in our sample with a closing price on day t −1 greater than or equal to $5.00. We compute the return on the portfolio in day t + 1. The five day holding period portfolios use the overlapping holding period methodology of Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) . relss is the number of non-exempt shorted shares divided by traded shares on day t. relss small is the number of non-exempt shorted shares for transactions ≤ $4, 400 divided by traded shares on day t. relss big,t is similarly defined using only transactions > $37, 000. We proxy for expected returns using the CRSP value-weight market portfolio. The sample only includes NYSE stocks with CRSP share code 10 or 11. We regress daily returns on day t + x (r i,t+x ) in percent on relss t in the top plot and daily returns on relss small,t in the bottom plot. We use the following control variables: r t , log(ME), and log(B/M). r t is the market adjusted return from day t. ME is the market-cap from the end of 2004. B/M is lagged book to market equity as defined in Fama and French (1993) . The sample only includes Nasdaq stocks with CRSP share code 10 or 11 and lagged price ≥ 5. The regressions include calendar day dummies, and the standard errors take into account clustering by calendar date. The time period is January 3, 2005 to June 30, 2005. The intercept is estimated but not reported. We regress daily returns on day t + x (r i,t+x ) in percent on relss t in the top plots and daily abnormal returns on relss small,t in the bottom plots for small and large stocks. relss t and relss small,t are defined as in table III. We use the following control variables: r t , log(ME), and log(B/M). r t is the market adjusted return from day t. ME is the market-cap from the end of 2004. B/M is lagged book to market equity as defined in Fama and French (1993) . We classify a stock as small (large) if it is in the bottom (top) NYSE market-cap tercile. The sample only includes Nasdaq stocks with CRSP share code 10 or 11 and lagged price ≥ 5. The regressions include calendar day dummies, and the standard errors take into account clustering by calendar date. The time period is January 3, 2005 to June 30, 2005. The intercept is estimated but not reported. We regress daily returns on day t + x (r i,t+x ) in percent on relss t in the top plots and daily abnormal returns on relss small,t in the bottom plots for growth and value stocks. relss t and relss small,t are defined as in table III. We use the following control variables: r t , log(ME), and log(B/M). r t is the market adjusted return from day t. ME is the market-cap from the end of 2004. B/M is lagged book to market equity as defined in Fama and French (1993) . We classify a stock as growth (value) if it is in the bottom (top) NYSE market-cap tercile. The sample only includes Nasdaq stocks with CRSP share code 10 or 11 and lagged price ≥ 5. The regressions include calendar day dummies, and the standard errors take into account clustering by calendar date. The time period is January 3, 2005 to June 30, 2005. The intercept is estimated but not reported. We regress daily returns on day t + x (r i,t+x ) in percent on relss t in the top plots and daily abnormal returns on relss small,t in the bottom plots for low and high institutional ownership. relss t and relss small,t are defined as in table III. We use the following control variables: r t , log(ME), and log(B/M). r t is the market adjusted return from day t. ME is the market-cap from the end of 2004. B/M is lagged book to market equity as defined in Fama and French (1993) . We define low (high) institutional ownership as ≤ 33% (> 67%). The sample only includes Nasdaq stocks with CRSP share code 10 or 11 and lagged price ≥ 5. The regressions include calendar day dummies, and the standard errors take into account clustering by calendar date. The time period is January 3, 2005 to June 30, 2005. The intercept is estimated but not reported. We regress daily returns on day t + x (r i,t+x ) in percent on relss t in the top plots and daily abnormal returns on relss small,t in the bottom plots for stock with and without put options. relss t and relss small,t are defined as in table III. We use the following control variables: r t , log(ME), and log(B/M). r t is the market adjusted return from day t. ME is the market-cap from the end of 2004. B/M is lagged book to market equity as defined in Fama and French (1993) . The sample only includes Nasdaq stocks with CRSP share code 10 or 11 and lagged price ≥ 5. The regressions include calendar day dummies, and the standard errors take into account clustering by calendar date. The time period is January 3, 2005 to June 30, 2005. The intercept is estimated but not reported.
